GUILTY PLEASURES
DR. LAURA BERMAN
PANTY PLEASER

Getting off feels even better when you
can do it in new places, which is why
we like the Dr. Laura Berman Panty
Pleaser. The remote-controlled vibrator
is perfect for sneaking in some extra
sexual satisfaction anytime, anywhere.
It has 10 functions, so you’ll never get
bored with your vibing options, and it
fits perfectly in the crotch of your
panties—hence the name. You can
control your own orgasmic bliss or pass
off the remote to your partner so you
can let your satisfaction be a surprise.

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

DIVINE 9 LUBRICANT

There are a lot of lubes on the
market, but Divine 9 is definitely
one of a kind. The water-based lube
is made with natural plant extracts
that will leave your skin feeling soft
and silky after use. It’s also being
studied by the National Cancer
Institute and McGill University for its
potential health benefits; research
has shown it could block certain
cancer-causing viruses like human
papillomavirus. Health benefits
aside, it’s a damn good lube! This is
one product we think everyone will
want to check out.

PHOENIX MARIE
PET PUSSY
PERFORMAX
INTENSE CONDOMS

We’ve seen condoms for her, for
him, for your friend, your third
cousin—but this is the first condom
we’ve seen from a major player
that’s designed to make everyone
happy. Men will like the heatactivated climax-control lube inside
the sheath as well as its incredible
comfort when it’s on, and ladies will
like the condom’s various textures.
And since they’re made by Durex,
you know they’re strong, safe and
will get the job done.
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Penthouse Pet Phoenix Marie is
known for her anal antics, and
now you can join her. The brazen
blonde porn starlet’s ass is in high
demand, so it’s not likely she’ll
have time to, uh, squeeze you in,
but the Vibrating Pet Pussy and
Ass, molded directly from her cute
cunt and delectable derriere, is the
next best thing. The pussy part of
the toy is perfectly fuckable, but
the toy’s tight backdoor is a mustscrew for us. We’re sure Phoenix
would agree!
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BASIX 18-INCH
DOUBLE DONG

Size queens, rejoice!
The Basix 18-inch Double
Dong is one of the largest
toys out there. If you’re
feeling adventurous, you
can try to conquer this
beast on your own, but
we suggest using it with a
partner. The two-headed
cock—which boasts a
five-inch girth—is ribbed
for extra pleasure (as if
18 inches of dick isn’t
enough) and the bulbous
crowns will stretch you
nicely for even more
erotic enjoyment. It’s
guaranteed to give you
a good time!

MOOD: BLISSFUL

We love a bargain, and the Blissful
vibrator is a great two-for-one deal.
The seven-function toy comes with
two interchangeable vibes: a small
bullet and a larger egg. You can keep
both to yourself or give one to your
partner and share the joy. However
you use it, you’ll be rewarded with
powerful vibrations that are sure to
make you feel the bliss the name
promises.
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Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code JANFOR

